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Abstract

We analyse the structure and behaviour of a specific voting network using a dynamic structure-based methodology

which draws on Q-Analysis and social network theory. Our empirical focus is on the Eurovision Song Contest over a

period of 20 years. For a multicultural contest of this kind, one of the key questions is how the quality of a song is judged

and how voting groups emerge. We investigate structures that may identify the winner based purely on the topology of the

network. This provides a basic framework to identify what the characteristics associated with becoming a winner are, and

may help to establish a homogenous criterion for subjective measures such as quality. Further, we measure the importance

of voting cliques, and present a dynamic model based on a changing multidimensional measure of connectivity in order to

reveal the formation of emerging community structure within the contest. Finally, we study the dynamic behaviour

exhibited by the network in order to understand the clustering of voting preferences and the relationship between local and

global properties.

r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

This paper investigates the static and dynamic relations within a complex voting network by analysing
changes over time in both the network structure and certain multidimensional properties. We believe that
many of the characteristics exhibited by the network can be identified by studying the structures formed by the
flow of votes through the system. Here the structures should be understood as the various topological
configurations or ‘‘backcloth’’ that result when threshold values applied to the weighted network are changed.
For this approach we will combine network analysis techniques with Q-Analysis [1,2].

This research is based on the Eurovision Song Contest, since it allows us to study the complex structure of
social interactions generated by the behaviour underlying a competition scheme on the basis of accessible
empirical data. We analyse a 20 year window from 1984 to 2003. We have chosen to study this window
e front matter r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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because the explicit rules governing the contest are fixed during that time. The data set for the Eurovision
contest is available on the web, and records the points exchanged between pairs of countries in each contest.
One of the most attractive characteristics of the Eurovision data set is that it reflects an underlying complex
social interaction, where the structure and dynamics describe the relations emerging from the exchange of
points between countries. With some care this may be extrapolated to other cases in which a key mechanism is
the exchange of material, information or goods.

Various researchers have studied the formation of cliques within the Eurovision voting community [3–5]
and tested how reliably expert evaluation of musical quality are reproduced by this voting mechanism [6].
However, just a few of these studies have analysed the evolution of the network and how the links change over
time [5]. In this paper we study different possible network configurations emerging from the multidimensional
connectivity of the system. From this dynamic analysis, we identify what structure and dynamic changes can
describe the emerging community structure and the relationship between the local and global properties of the
network.

An interesting study concerning dynamic effects and behaviour in the Eurovision contest is that of Fenn
et al. [5], which is based on the voting patterns via a network analysis in order to describe some local and
global properties within this system. Fenn et al. found that this kind of network presents a particular
clustering effect which leads to the formation of cliques between countries, and therefore the exchange of
points is characterised by considerable biases and does not represent a fair contest. However, as acknowledged
by the authors this result may be somewhat unrealistic since it is based on the assumption that all of the songs
have the same quality, and therefore the same possibility of winning the contest.

We recognise that quality may be an unambiguous measure, since countries sharing geographical
and cultural backgrounds may tend to unify musical concepts. In this paper we simplify social influence
by focusing our analysis on finding the characteristics associated with becoming a winner based
on the structure, relations and the global behaviour exhibited by the network. However, we must acknow-
ledge that our approach looks at the behaviour and structure of this system assuming that it is only based
on the pattern of social interactions, and does not take into account the very real prospect of tactical
voting.

In the following section, we give more details about the mechanism of the Eurovision Song Contest. In
Sections 3 and 4 we describe some basic concepts of social network analysis and Q-Analysis, respectively.
Section 5 is devoted to identifying a common structure shared by the winners throughout the years. Section 6
addresses the formation of cliques and their link to network topology. In Section 7, we analyse the dynamic
behaviour of the winner based on some principles of Q-Analysis. Finally, in Section 8 we give our general
conclusions.
2. Empirical model: Eurovision Song Contest

The Eurovision Song Contest is an annual European event that in 2005 celebrated its 50th anniversary.
Currently, more than 35 countries participate and the contest has diversified to also include non-European
nations. The rules, countries, voting scheme, and language of this contest have evolved over time.
Nevertheless, from 1975 to 2003 a common format has prevailed, and although the number of countries varied
between 18 and 26, the same voting scheme was preserved throughout these years.

For the purposes of this study, we use a 20 year window from 1984 to 2003 during which the voting rules
remained constant. Throughout these years the voting rules of the contest remained unchanged, where each
participating country performs a song and then is awarded points by other participating countries. Each
country awards points to 10 others on the scale f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 10; 12g. The judges or countries award 12
points to their favourite song, then 10 to their second, down to 1 point. At the end of the contest, the country
with the highest total number of points wins. This simple but effective voting scheme can be represented and
studied through statistical and structural techniques in order to better understand the structure and dynamics
of the network. In addition, this analysis shows the various conditions that a particular country needs in order
to win this kind of contest.
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3. Network analysis basics

A graph or a network G (for the purposes of this work we are going to use the terms interchangeably) is an
ordered pair of disjoint sets ðV ;EÞ, such that for every graph GðV ;EÞ there exists a set V of vertices and a set
E of edges [7–9]. The relationships within a network can be represented either by edges (lines with no
direction) giving rise to undirected graphs or by arcs (lines with a particular direction represented by an arrow)
producing directed graphs. In addition, we may assign values or weights to the lines to give weighted or
unweighted graphs.

Networks can be characterised by their local and global properties. The former focuses on individual
properties of vertices compared to the rest of the graph, which in network sociology is frequently referred to as
ego-network analysis. The latter is focused on the analysis of the entire network’s structure and behaviour.
Nevertheless, an analysis that takes into account both properties is undoubtedly necessary for a complete
understanding of the network’s dynamics and behaviour. Most of the measures used to understand network
properties come from social sciences [10–12] and have been generalised by others [13–16]. Furthermore, if we
aim to analyse the dynamics of the system, alternative approaches exist based on the growth and evolution of
networks [15,17,18]. Many ways exist to represent a network; therefore, we must be aware of the particular
characteristics of the system and what kind of information we are looking for. For instance, taking into
account the flow and direction of links, a graphical representation of the Eurovision Song Contest network
looks like Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Circular layout of the 2003 voting network. Representation of a weighted and directed graph. Numbers on lines represent the total

number of points exchanged by two countries.
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4. Q-Analysis basics

In this paper we have decided to augment standard forms of network analysis with Q-Analysis because the
latter allows us to analyse the properties of networks at different levels of connectivity. Q-Analysis takes a
different perspective from traditional network theory, since it distinguishes a set of multiple geometrical
structures defined by the number and type of interactions within the network.

Q-Analysis was developed by Atkin [1] and is an algebraic technique used in the first instance as a form to
describe social structures. This technique is applied to reveal the relationships between two different sets
A ¼ fa1; a2; a3; . . . ; ang and B ¼ fb1; b2; b3; . . . ; bng, where for every ai 2 A and bj 2 B there exists a m relation
between these two if they satisfy a particular relation rule. Therefore, we obtain the solution set of every
relation A� B related to m. This can be represented by an incidence matrix M showing the interactions
between the sets:

M ¼

b1 b2 b3 bn

a1

a2

a3

�

an

1 0 1 . . . 1

0 0 1 . . . 0

1 1 1 . . . 1

0 1 0 . . . 1

���������

���������
,

where the m relationships are represented by the elements rij of the binary matrix defined by

rij ¼
1 if ai is m�related to bj ;

0 otherwise:

The most important concept behind Q-Analysis is the possibility to define the structures or relations of the
system in terms of a geometrical representation [19–22]. This geometrical representation is a unique complex
which takes into account the multidimensional characteristics of the network. This complex is called a
simplicial complex [1] and it is defined as KAðB;mÞ, where the elements of the set A are the simplices spðaiÞ and
the elements B ¼ fb1; b2; b3; . . . ; bng of the simplices are the vertices. For instance, for a complex KAðB;mÞ
with simplex saifb1; b2; b3; b4g, the dimension of the element ai 2 A which is m-related to b1; b2; b3 and b4 is 3
(one less than the number of vertices). This simplex may be represented by a tetrahedron. The group of
simplices forms the simplicial complex. This gives the means to study complex systems in their natural
multidimensional structure, which provides new insights since we can analyse separately their properties at
different dimensions [22].

Related to the idea of multidimensional structures, each simplex from KAðB;mÞ is related to a number of
elements of the set B, and is q-near to other elements within its group according to the shared vertices. Hence,
q-connected chains can be formed through common geometrical faces such that for a finite sequence of
simplices fsða1Þ; . . . ;sðanÞg, the following are satisfied:
1.
 sðpÞ is a face of sða1Þ;

2.
 sðanÞ is a face of sðrÞ;

3.
 sðaiÞ and sðaiþ1Þ have a common face of dimension bi, for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n and

4.
 q ¼ minfp;b1; . . . ;bn; rg.
Therefore, q-near refers to two simplices sharing at least qþ 1 vertices; and two simplices will form a
q-connected chain if there is any pairwise q-near simplex between them. For example, if we have the following
simplices sða1Þ ¼ hb1; b2i;sða2Þ ¼ hb1; b2; b3i and sða3Þ ¼ hb2; b3i, they form the complex shown in Fig. 2.
From this figure we can appreciate that at dimension 1 (lines) they form a weak link since a3 and a1 are not
related directly and just through a2. While at dimension 0 (points) all of them share the vertex b2 and therefore
we can say that they form a strong link. Hence, according to the previous definition of q-connectivity, these
simplices will be related in each dimension as summarised in Table 1, where at all dimensions there is a single
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the relationships at the simplicial complex KAðB; mÞ. Here, a1, a2 and a3 are the simplices and b1, b2
and b3 are the vertices. This representation shows that a2 is a triangle whereas a1 and a3 are lines. It is interesting to note that the only

vertex they share in common is b2 which makes them strongly connected at dimension 0.

Table 1

Summary of the q-connectivity structure shown in Fig. 2. A relation is strong when all the elements in the class are related directly, whereas

in a weak relation an element acts as a link between two other elements

Dimension Classes Type of relation

2 fa2g Strong

1 fa1; a2; a3g Weak

0 fa1; a2; a3g Strong

S. Saavedra et al. / Physica A 377 (2007) 672–688676
class or chain but with different strengths or contents. This relational and multidimensional concept has given
Q-Analysis its uniqueness and strength.

The summary of the relations in a system is defined by the Q-structure vector, where for a given complex K ,
each dimension has a corresponding number of classes Qq. This vector is used to gain some insights into the
connectivity and dimensions of the network structure [2].

Q ¼ fQðdim K Þ;Qðdim K�1Þ; . . . ;Qð0Þg.

For our previous example, the Q-structure vector is

2 1 0

Q ¼ f 1 1 1 g;

where the dimension is indicated above the number of classes. As we can see, each of the dimensions is formed
by a single class as shown in Table 1.

In addition, another vector taken from Q-Analysis is the Q*-obstruction vector, which defines the level of
communication or interaction among vertices in each dimension. The obstruction vector quantifies the
number of obstacles or gaps found in a particular dimension [23]. High values indicate that it is a fragmented
or disconnected structure. This vector is obtained by subtracting a unit vector U from the Q-structure vector.
Calculating the Q* vector for our example, we obtain

2 1 0

Q� ¼ f 0 0 0 g;

where the dimension is indicated above the number of obstructions. In this case, the level of obstruction is null
and from this result we can draw two different conclusions. On one hand, we can say that this is a stable
system with no opportunity to changes (e.g. authoritarian regime); while on the other hand, we can argue that
this is the perfect medium for communication where no obstruction exists at all (e.g. democratic regime) [1].
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Q-Analysis allows us to study two different dynamic approaches; one that is centred on classical dynamics
where the system is subjected to externally generated perturbations and another that is focused on modern
dynamics where the entity that is changing is the system itself. These approaches have led to better dynamic
studies [20], and help to understand the backcloth and traffic of the system or as Duckstein [23] describes
them: ‘‘the relatively static and relatively dynamic aspects of the system’’. It is easier to see the backcloth as a
particular defined set of agents and their relations, and traffic as the flow and outcome of the system.
Therefore, the backcloth is understood as the actual structure of the complex, while the traffic is the relation of
patterns or forces acting on the backcloth through different periods of time. The application of these
properties has been widely spread over many disciplines in which the aim is to describe the behaviour of
particular systems and establish possible outcomes [21].

We have briefly described the basic concepts of the techniques used in this paper. The following sections will
analyse the data answering the main concerns under study.
5. The role of structure

Is there any way to identify the real quality of a song? Which are the main characteristics that make a
country become a winner? These are some of the basic questions people would like to ask about this kind of
contest. We address these questions by a structural methodology that focuses on finding a common structure
which identifies the winner based on the global topology of the network over the time, and that generates
useful information about some of the main characteristics of a winner.

The dynamic properties of the network are the most important characteristics to account for the real
behaviour of the network. We present a methodology based on Q-Analysis in order to find the winning
structure, and compare it to static techniques. This section starts by defining what we mean by quality. Two
static techniques are used as benchmarks; one is based on spatial representation and the second one on the
degree distribution. Finally we present the results of a dynamic analysis centred on Q-Analysis.

A common definition of quality is that of the capacity of a country to attract votes, usually measured by the
total number of points (weighted graph). Of course, we know that quality is a rather subjective measure, yet
we believe that a fair approach to make it a global property can be achieved by counting the number of
participants who vote for a particular song regardless of the points they have awarded (unweighted graph).
Therefore, we define a vote as the binary relationship between two countries which generates an unweighted
network.

We assume that quality is not only revealed by achieving the highest score; but also, in a fair contest, this
quality should be recognised by the support of the majority of the participants, i.e., almost every country
should vote for the best song regardless of the points. In order to test this idea, we examine the graphical
representation. Here we analyse an unweighted graph, and therefore the winner should be located in the
middle of the network because of its high number of votes. This has been performed using the
Fruchterman–Reingold [24] layout algorithm whose function places the most connected nodes in the middle
of the graph (Fig. 3).

From the graphs below, we can see that in 2003 and 2001 the winners, Turkey and Estonia, present a
different topology which makes very hard to tell who the winner is in each year. This makes necessary to use
different network metrics in order to tackle our questions: is the winner supported by the number of votes?
How does this affect the definition of quality?

We analysed the distribution degree in order to determine the correlation between the degree (quality) and
the winner. As we have stated before, we are interested in establishing to what extent is the winner supported
by the other participants; therefore, we have studied the directed in-degree distribution. The in-degree of a
vertex is the number of directed links towards itself, i.e., votes achieved. We would expect to find that the
winner has the highest degree rank, and therefore we expect the winner to obtain the highest correlation value
among all the countries.

We have developed a correlation analysis for each year from 1984 to 2003 using the Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient, where we measured the relation of the overall position, i.e., the winner with its
corresponding quality rank. This coefficient is suitable for measuring the strength between two variables
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Fig. 3. Fruchterman–Reingold [24] layouts. The algorithm places the most connected nodes in the middle of the graph. A and B stand for

the 2003 and 2001 data, respectively. Note that the winners, inside the circles, present different topologies and are not located in the middle

of the network. The visualisation software used throughout this study is Pajek [25].
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taking into account their ranks, and is defined by

R2 ¼ 1�
6
P

d2

n3 � n
,

where R is the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, d is the rank difference between two variables and n is
the sample size; with R 2 ½�1; 1� and the closer R is to þ1 or �1, the stronger the correlation.

For the winner we have a correlation value of 0.586 with a 95% confidence level. This is a positive
correlation between the winner and the number of votes, but cannot be considered a guarantee to identify the
winner. We have proved that the unweighted network is not sufficient to identify the winner in a dynamic
environment.

In order to improve our understanding of the properties which define a winner, we focus on the backcloth
and traffic of the system [1]. Following this idea, we defined the backcloth as the relatively stable structure of
the system, and traffic as the particular outcome achieved. Since these data are centred on the votes among
countries and we already know that the winner is not always the one with most votes (recall the in-degree
distribution), it is important to determine what kind of voting structure makes a winner different from the rest
of the participants. Although Q-Analysis defines the structure of two different sets, it is possible to work with a
single set since the voting table can be seen as two different sets which are not symmetric, i.e., the rows are the
countries receiving votes, and the columns are the countries giving votes.

The variation of the relational structure is achieved by changing the m-relation rule by means of different
threshold parameters, best known as ‘‘slicing’’ the matrix. The slicing procedure consists in declaring a binary
relation between countries A and B if country A awarded points to country B more than or equal to the threshold
value. We hold the definition of quality as the number of votes; yet, while changing the threshold we are just
modifying the concept of votes. The winner is identified within the Q-structure vector and the corresponding
threshold is classified according to the winner’s dimension or position i.e., if the winner has the highest dimension
or number of votes within the Q-structure, then this particular slicing threshold will be classified as one
ð1 ¼ winnerÞ. This approach is based on Central Place Theory [25] where the central place (winner) is identified by
its relevant position or dimension degree, and the varying parameters are countries and votes.

We performed a Q-Analysis for the complete data varying the slicing threshold from 1 to 12, and we find
that the unique winner structure is achieved with a threshold of six. We again use Spearman’s rank correlation
to measure the reliability of a threshold to recognise the winner over the years. From Fig. 4 we can see how the
different structures struggle to identify the winner while threshold six is the only one that recognises the winner
with a perfect correlation value. Therefore, we can claim that a standard definition of quality, or at least
something that can show us the real quality of a song in such a multicultural event, is the number of votes
awarding six points or more. Furthermore, we have found a reliable structure capable of identifying the
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Fig. 4. Slicing procedure used to detect the winning structure. The x-axis corresponds to each voting threshold, and the y-axis refers to the

Spearman’s correlation value for each threshold calculated over the entire study period. Note that threshold six is the only value that

achieves to recognise the winner in all years ðy�axis value ¼ 1Þ.
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winner based just on the topology of the network. In addition, comparing the number of votes obtained by the
winner through the Q-structure vector with threshold six to the maximum possible on the network (one less
the total number of participants), we obtain on average a proportion of 0.621. This suggests that what truly
characterises a winner is to be awarded within the five highest scores by just 60% of the participants.

Taking into account the dynamic behaviour of networks, we have identified a unique structure capable of
identifying the winner of a contest throughout the years, while static techniques have struggled to achieve this
task. Further analysis shows that the real quality of a song can be defined by the number of votes equal or
above six, and what truly characterises a winner is to be awarded within the five highest scores by just 60% of
the participants.
6. Community structure

The formation of cooperative groups is a well-recognised property of complex socio-economic systems.
However, the analysis of the structure and dynamics of such communities allow us to better understand the
evolution of these systems [14]. Fenn et al. [5] have demonstrated that the Eurovision contest is far from being
a randomly generated network and that there are indeed some voting cliques defining the structure of the
network. Here, we give further evidence that voting cliques are an evident characteristic of this voting network
based on structural characteristics. We present a dynamic clustering procedure centred on a multidimensional
structure in order to identify voting groups, and we test the reliability of this procedure based on a random
network.

One of the most widely used metrics in social network analysis is the clustering coefficient, which reflects the
increased probability that two individuals that share a common friend have a greater than random probability
of being friends themselves [14]. Following the idea of triad structures [12] that recognise cliques within
groups, we have analysed structures that can give strong evidence of the formation of groups. The analysis of
local structures has been generalised under the name of network motifs [26]. We quantified the presence of
three kinds of triad throughout the years and compared their results to those of a random network.

The first triad (Fig. 5a) called 300 in the M-A-N labelling system [27] refers to that structure with reciprocal
links (A votes for B and B votes for A) among three different countries. This structure not only reveals a
function similar to the clustering coefficient but also gives stronger evidence of union, since the probability of
finding such a structure should be very low. The second triad (Fig. 5b), called 102, refers to the relationship
between two countries sharing a reciprocal link with no links to a particular third country. The third triad
(Fig. 5c), called 003, shows the opposite function as the 300 since within this triad no link exits between any
country, and therefore gives evidence of a group division process taking place.

The presence of triads can be established by calculating the respective frequency in a random network with
similar number of links and comparing them to the number of triads found in the original network. Since we
are taking into account triads or 3-subgraphs, first we must establish the number of different possible triads
and assign to each class of triad a probability of occurrence. We define EðSuÞ as the expected frequency of a
k-subgraph in a triad class u. If we define pkðuÞ ¼ ðK in class uÞ as the probability of a k-subgraph of being in
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Table 2

Relative frequencies from 1984 to 2003 of the three triad models. The highest average value is found at the 300-triad (last column)

Year ‘84 ‘85 ‘86 ‘87 ‘88 ‘89 ‘90 ‘91 ‘92 ‘93 ‘94 ‘95 ‘96 97 ‘98 ‘99 ‘00 ‘01 ‘02 ‘03 Avg.

Triad 102 �0.4 0.57 �0.1 �0.37 �0.57 �0.04 �0.16 �0.15 0.21 �0.44 �0.11 0.06 0.27 �0.07 �0.31 �0.38 0.08 �0.07 0.64 0.03 �0.06

Triad 300 0.19 1.3 0.82 0.5 0.49 0.5 0.5 0.9 1.5 1.3 4.5 1.5 0.92 2.9 3.9 1.7 2.9 2.2 1.5 2.6 1.66

Triad 003 1.5 1.1 0.94 0.67 1.4 0.26 0.76 0.92 0.91 0.63 0.96 1.0 0.44 0.94 0.92 0.93 1.2 1.9 1.1 0.9 0.98

a b c

Fig. 5. Triad structures: (a) is the perfect triad structure (300); (b) is the perfect dyad structure (102) and (c) shows clusterability (003).
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class u, and since there are ðg
k
Þ different triads in a network of g nodes, the probability of a class u is given by

p̄u ¼
1

g

k

� �X
K

pkðuÞ

and EðSuÞ ¼
g

k

� �
p̄u.

We have calculated the frequency of a triad based on its given probability. According to the definition of a
random graph, each outcome is completely independent of any other. Since in the Eurovision Song Contest
each node has a fixed out-degree of 10, the probability of a link from A to B is given by PA!B ¼ 10=N, where
there are N þ 1 nodes in the network. Hence, the probability of any 3-subgraph being in class 300 (Fig. 5a) is
given by

P3ð300Þ ¼ ½ðPA!BÞ \ ðPA!CÞ� \ ½ðPB!AÞ \ ðPB!CÞ� \ ½ðPC!AÞ \ ðPC!BÞ� ¼
100

N2

� �3

,

and the probabilities of being in class 120 and 003, respectively, are

P3ð120Þ ¼
100

N2

� �
1�

10

N

� �4

; P3ð003Þ ¼
N � 10

N

� �6

.

In order to be able to compare different years and triads, we calculated the relative difference of each
structure defined by [12]

ro ¼
oc� ex

ex
,

where ro is the relative occurrence, oc is the actual occurrence (calculated with Pajek [28]) and ex is the
expected frequency in a random graph, in such a way that non-zero values indicate deviations from
randomness and high positive values represent the dominance of such triad.

Table 2 shows the relative difference for the three triads in each year. From this table, we can appreciate that
the number of observed triads 300 and 003 is significantly higher than random. This gives more evidence of a
group division process and the formation of cliques. However, the triad 120 shows a frequency below random,
suggesting that the formation of cooperative voting groups is to be found mainly among three or more
countries rather than between two.

In addition, we looked at the dynamic behaviour of voting groups analysing the perfect clustering structure
(300). We observe that the relative frequency of this triad grows and changes throughout the years (Fig. 6). It
may be that for some countries the songs are becoming increasingly similar, that is reinforcing the propensity
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Fig. 6. Graphical representation of the relative frequency of the balanced triad 300 from 1984 to 2003. Note the peak in 1994 when a new
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of these countries to vote for each other. Also there is the possibility that these triads are formed as a
consequence of the various divisions (e.g. political and geographical) taking place in the wider world beyond
the Eurovision Song Contest. Further, this growth can be explained by the constant addition of new countries
which identify themselves with a particular group. This is the case in 1994, when a new group of countries
entered the contest (Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Russia and Slovakia). As we can see
from Fig. 6, this has had an impact and changes the configuration of these networks.

The first part of this section analyses voting groups based on a purely structural configuration giving strong
evidence of the formation of cliques. In order to define a community structure, we propose to take into
account the information carried by the links. Therefore, we have studied the formation of clusters or voting
groups according to their dynamic structures.

Macgill [29] suggests Q-Analysis as a technique that can be used to find the different groups which are
formed on a network. However, his approach is focused just on a static structure. By contrast with the static
approach, we have developed a cluster analysis based on Q-Analysis taking into account the derived structures
drawn by a distinct weight criterion. The study has been centred on the data from 1994 to 2003 where the
formation of clusters appears to be quite strong and seems quite erratic (Fig. 6).

The analysis has been based on forming groups according to their connectivity and dimension while
changing the threshold parameter from 12 to 1 by slicing the matrix. Hence, a link between A and B is
generated if A awards points to B which are equal or greater than the threshold value. Countries are better
connected if they share a class in a high threshold and high dimension (similar countries voting for them). This
procedure generates clusters as countries start to appear linked in q-chains. The clustering procedure starts
with the highest threshold value and then decreases the value until every country belongs to a particular
cluster. The matrix used for this case has been obtained from the sum of points that each country gave to each
other divided by the number of years they competed. Also, the diagonal values have been changed from 0 to
14. This has been done in order to account for the real connectivity, i.e., every country starts with 0-dimension,
and if two countries voted for each other then at 1-dimension they are in the same class; otherwise, no
connection exists. Therefore, we have just been interested in classes appearing above the 0-dimension. The
Q-Analysis has been performed for the complex KAðB;m�1Þ which is the inverse relation of the original matrix
and takes into account the votes received by each country. This approach is based on classic dynamics where
an external factor (threshold) is changed and the output results are quantified.

Fig. 7 shows the result of the clustering analysis where 10 groups are formed. The information is presented
as a dendrogram and shows the formation of clusters according to their appearance while varying the
dimension and threshold. It is interesting to note that all the countries are clustered together after reaching
threshold six, which supports the idea of a structure capable of linking all the countries into a single group as a
homogenous criterion. Also, we can observe that Latvia and Estonia as well as Cyprus and Greece are the best
connected pairs in the network. Surprisingly, France is quite different from the rest of Europe, in line with the
results of Fenn et al. [5]. Another interesting fact is that almost all the countries from a particular group
belong to the same geographical area, which presumably reflects similar preferences of culture and taste exist
within these countries, or some kind of political or other relations. Further discussion of the nature of the
cliques is left to the cautious reader.
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Fig. 7. Dendrogram of the voting clusters from 1994 to 2003. Each colour represents a group or clique. We gave a value of 1 for the

highest connectivity found among countries, and this is incremented while lowering the connectivity criterion in order to link new

countries.
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Further, we have investigated if this number of cliques is an accurate division for this network, and whether
another number of cliques might have better represented the network’s structure. To test our division, we used
Newman’s modularity [30] which is a measure of the quality of a particular division based on the expected
proportion of edges within a community in a random network compared to the real one. This modularity Mo

is defined for a weighted graph as

Mo ¼
1

2m

X
ij

Aij �
kikj

2m

� �
dðci; cjÞ,

where m is the number of edges, Aij are the points given from country i to country j, k is the degree of the
vertex and dðci; cjÞ equals 1 if ci and cj belong to the same community, 0 otherwise.

A value of 0 indicates that the network is not better than random and the maximum value for Mo is 1.
Newman suggests that non-zero values of Mo indicate variations from randomness and values between 0.3
and 0.7 are indicators of good divisions. The division of communities has been taken from the previous
dendrogram (Fig. 7) where at first we start with a single community and after slicing the connections, we end
up with 10 different communities.

After performing the analysis (Fig. 8) we observe that a single community is not feasible; and values above
0.3 are achieved from a division of four groups, while the highest value of Mo (0.459) is achieved for a division
of eight groups. This confirms the accuracy of our previous division, retaining the groups of {Sweden,
Norway, Denmark}, {Iceland, Lithuania, Switzerland, Ireland} and {Finland, Latvia, Estonia} as a single
cluster. A final interesting observation is that this last group contains not just countries sharing similar
geographical areas, but also the 70% of the winners within this 10 year period.
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7. Dynamic behaviour

We have already established that a relatively static structure defined by its own global configuration can be
applied to adequately find the winner of any contest within this period of time. In this section we study the
local structural properties of the winner and how they are related to the global capacity of the network to
establish a homogenous quality criterion.

This study focuses on the relation among countries and the strength or dominance of the winner within the
structure. First, we observe the different structures formed in each year from 1984 to 2003 in order to gain
some insights into how the winner is related to the other participants. For this approach we analyse for all
years the Q-structure vectors with a threshold of six.

Table 3 shows two samples of structure and obstruction vectors with their elements and relations. It reveals
two interesting facts; one is the dominance of the winner, and the other is how the network generates a division
of preferences expressed by the different classes in each dimension. In addition, we can see that the higher
dimensions behave in a completely different manner. For example, in 1996, Ireland was the only country in the
last 5-dimensions. In 1988, Switzerland, the winner, stands by itself only in the last dimension. We propose to
analyse this kind of behaviour using the Q*-obstruction vector which defines the diversity or obstruction to
flow within a network. From the same table, we can see that although in 1996 the dimension of the Q-structure
is bigger than in 1988 (15–12), the obstruction to change is slightly higher in 1988 due to a higher dimension
and number of classes at the Q*-obstruction vector. This is twofold; first, the difference in 1996 between
dimensions of the Q-structure and Q*-obstruction vectors tells us that the last 5-dimensions are entirely
dominated by Ireland. Second, the higher obstruction values of 1988 show a higher diversity of preferences.

In addition, we have analysed the winner’s dominance or connectivity differences throughout the years
based on the winner’s level of integration with the other participants. Following Casti [31], eccentricity is a
valid measure to account for connectivity since it gives us the integration of a simplex into the structure, or
how different a simplex is from the rest of the participants. As we need to account for the complete mapping or
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Table 3

Q-structure and Q-obstruction vectors for 1996 and 1988. Sample of the q-connectivity for both years. For each q-dimension, the table

shows q-chains of simplices (countries) inside the brackets, and classes (group of countries) separated by different brackets

Year 1996 Year 1988

First five places (1–5) Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Croatia and Switzerland, UK, Denmark, Luxembourg

Estonia and Norway

Q-Structure 15 0

Q ð1 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 4 5 7 7 2 2 2 1Þ

12 0

Q ð1 2 2 2 2 6 8 8 4 4 2 1 1Þ

Q*-Obstruction 10 0

Q� ð1 2 2 3 4 6 6 1 1 1 0Þ

11 0

Q� ð1 1 1 1 5 7 7 3 3 1 0 0Þ

1-Connectivity {Iceland, Sweden, UK, Turkey, {Sweden, UK, Turkey, Spain, Netherlands,

Netherlands, Ireland, Greece, Norway, Israel, Switzerland, Ireland, Germany,

Portugal, Cyprus, Malta, Croatia, Austria, Denmark, Norway, Luxembourg, Italy,

Estonia, Poland} France, Yugoslavia}

{Slovenia}

6-Connectivity {Sweden, Ireland, Norway} {Switzerland, Norway}

{Portugal}, {UK}, {Croatia}, {Estonia} {Israel}, {Denmark}, {UK}

{Luxembourg}, {Netherlands},

{Ireland}, {Yugoslavia}

7-Connectivity {Sweden, Norway} {Switzerland}, {Norway}, {Denmark},

{Ireland}, {Croatia}, {Estonia} {UK}

{Netherlands}, {Yugoslavia}

8-Connectivity {Sweden}, {Ireland}, {Norway} {Switzerland}, {UK}

9-Connectivity {Sweden}, {Ireland}, {Norway} {Switzerland}, {UK}

10-Connectivity {Ireland}, {Norway} {Switzerland}, {UK}

11-Connectivity {Ireland} {Switzerland}, {UK}

12-Connectivity {Ireland} {Switzerland}

13-Connectivity {Ireland}

14-Connectivity {Ireland}

15-Connectivity {Ireland}
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global vision of the structure, we have taken Chin’s eccentricity [32] which measures the level of integration for
each simplex by

eccðsÞ ¼
2
P

i qi=si

qmaxðqmax þ 1Þ
,

where qi stands for all the dimension where i appears, si is the number of simplices on the class, qmax is the
highest dimension of the complex. ecc takes on values in [0,1], where high values indicate higher eccentricities.

We have calculated the global eccentricity of the winner using Chin’s measure and modified qmax as the
maximum possible dimension of the complex in order to normalise the measure and to be able to compare
different years. Therefore, by measuring the winner’s eccentricity throughout the years with a threshold of six,
we analyse whether it is a stable structure or if there is any intrinsic process shaping its configuration. High
values indicate that the winner is an outstanding simplex and has a stronger dominance over the other
participants. This measure reveals the strength of the global structure as seen from the winner’s perspective.

Further, we measure the stability of the quality criterion by comparing the local eccentricity of the winner to
that of its closest rivals. We analyse the natural division of preferences or groups and compare them to the
global eccentricity. In this way, we have looked at the Q-structure differentiating its components and
connectivity chains. Stability is measured by calculating again Chin’s eccentricity for the winner minus the
second place’s eccentricity. In this case qmax is just the highest dimension of the complex since we are interested
in obtaining the local difference between the first and second place. The main idea behind this property is to
measure the extent to which the winner is supported by a homogenous criterion or whether there is a clear
voting difference. Therefore, high positive values from this difference are understood as a high homogenous
criterion, a zero value as an indefinable criterion and negative values as an unstable heterogeneous criterion.
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We calculate the values for the winner’s global eccentricity and the difference of local eccentricities using the
data from 1984 to 2003 with a slicing threshold of six. Fig. 9 shows that in this kind of network the dominance
of the winner is proportional to the criterion’s homogeneity, and this is supported by a Pearson correlation
coefficient of 0.867. In addition, the figure reveals that when there is no clear winner, the network not only
strives to differentiate who the winner is, but also the entire dimension of the network shrinks. This suggests
that when there is a division of opinions, the natural tendency is to form at least two main clusters.

In order to validate this correlation and to ensure that we are not analysing dependent measures, we have
performed the same analysis for a random network, where we start with N nodes and the probability of a link
existing between two nodes is defined by

P ¼
5

N
,

where P is the probability, 5 stands for the out-degree (5 highest votes) and N is the number of participating
countries for each year.

A first analysis consists of finding the correlation between the local and global eccentricities for a random
simulation of each year (Fig. 10), and a second consists of finding the correlation taking the average values for
100 different simulations of each year. In the first case, the correlation is 0.222, while in the second we
obtained a negative correlation of �0:206. The two are clearly below the original correlation; and therefore,
this provides evidence that the relation is not a property of a random network with the same characteristics.

The second interesting fact emerges from this analysis when we look for those stability values equal or less
than zero. We find that these values respond to a particular global eccentricity threshold of 0.264 (Fig. 9),
where below this threshold the stability of the quality criterion is zero or lower. We can illustrate this remark
taking some examples from the contest itself:
(a)
Fig.

dott

pres
1985 ðlocal eccentricity ¼ 0:207; global eccentricity ¼ �0:05Þ: The winner achieved 52% of the maximum
number of votes within the five highest points. The negative value can be explained by the high number of
classes in the Q-structure vector.
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Fig. 10. Random relation between the winner’s global eccentricity (blue solid line) and the difference of local eccentricities (green solid

line). Note that they do not present a proportional behaviour as the original values (Fig. 9).
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(b)
 1991 ðlocal eccentricity ¼ 0:26; global eccentricity ¼ 0Þ: Sweden, the winner, achieved a good percentage
of support since a 63% of the participants gave it votes within the five highest scores. Nevertheless the
second place, France, achieved the same final score. In this year, there was a tie between these two
countries that had to be decided using an extra criterion (number of votes with a 12 score).

13 0

Q ð1 1 2 3 3 3 6 5 4 4 3 3 1 1Þ
(c)
 1999 ðlocal eccentricity ¼ 0:34; global eccentricity ¼ 0:22Þ: The winner achieved a 69% of the maximum
number of votes within the five highest points. The high positive value can be explained by the low number
of classes in the Q-structure vector showing a uniform criterion.

15 0

Q ð1 1 1 1 2 4 2 2 2 3 4 5 2 1 1Þ
On the other hand, we can see some kind of exceptions to the proportional relation between these two
properties; yet, it is interesting to note that these exceptions occur just in one direction, i.e., a high global
eccentricity can appear with an unstable criterion but not vice versa. This was the case in 1987 and 2000
(Fig. 9).

8. Conclusions

We have found that the Eurovision Song Contest is characterised by complex local interactions and a well-
defined global pattern describing the position of the winner. This study has analysed these properties in order
to understand the static and dynamic forces acting through these networks. We acknowledge the subjectivity
of different measures (e.g. quality) and for this purpose we have proposed to look for a homogeneous
structure that can give the same results throughout a study period. This is important since we needed to have a
basis of comparison that can take into account the particular characteristics of each period within the same
framework.
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We have concluded that what truly characterises a winner in this voting network is to be awarded within the
five highest scores by just 60% of the participants. Further, we have seen how the inclusion of new countries in
the contest since 1994 has dramatically influenced the behaviour of the voting network while the formation of
clusters has become more evident. Also, we have presented a dynamic clustering methodology which is based
on the strength of the links of a particular structure and on the changes suffered due to dynamic behaviour
over a period of time. We have given further evidence of clique formation, and found that clustering is a
phenomenon that appears mainly between countries sharing a geographical area.

Finally, studying the dynamic behaviour of the network, we have applied a structural approach using
Q-Analysis in order to describe this property. This analysis consists of measuring the relation between the
dominance of the winner and the level of the homogenous criterion to choose this winner. We find that there is
a proportional relationship between these two properties, and a particular threshold is needed in order to
achieve a clear victory.
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